


TimeRiders: Day of the Predator (Book 2): Day of the Predator, Book 2, Alex Scarrow, Penguin UK,
2010, 0141951060, 9780141951065, 448 pages. Liam O'Connor should have died at sea in 1912. 
Maddy Carter should have died on a plane in 2010. Sal Vikram should have died in a fire in 2029. 
But all three have been given a second chance - to work for an agency that no-one knows exists. Its
purpose - to prevent time travel destroying history . . .  When Maddy mistakenly opens a time
window where and when she shouldn't have, Liam is marooned sixty-five million years ago in the
hunting ground of a deadly - and until now - undiscovered species of predator.  Can Liam make
contact with Maddy and Sal before he's torn to pieces by dinosaurs - and without endangering
history so much that the world is overtaken by a terrifying new reality?. 

DOWNLOAD HERE http://bit.ly/1af3YLm

The Accidental Time Machine , Joe Haldeman, Jul 29, 2008, Fiction, 288 pages. NOW IN
PAPERBACK-FROM THE AUTHOR OF MARSBOUND Grad- school dropout Matt Fuller is toiling
as a lowly research assistant at MIT when he inadvertently creates a time machine ....

Pastworld , Ian Beck, Nov 9, 2010, Juvenile Fiction, 368 pages. What if Victorian London were an
amusement park where the inhabitants were actors hired to entertain visitors from the twenty-first
century? Now imagine if Jack the Ripper was ....

Time riders , Earl Wajenberg, 1992, Games, 144 pages. .

The Joshua Files: Zero Moment , M. G. Harris, Jul 1, 2014, Juvenile Fiction, 368 pages. When Josh
learn that a special artifact, the Bracelet of Itzamna, is the key to both his father's death and the
mystery of the codex, he returns to the hidden city of Ek Naab ....

The Pirate Kings , Alex Scarrow, 2013, Carter, Maddy (Fictitious character), 416 pages. Liam
O'Connor should have died at sea in 1912.Maddy Carter should have died on a plane in 2010.Sal
Vikram should have died in a fire in 2026.But all three have been given a ....

TimeRiders: The Pirate Kings, Book 7 , Alex Scarrow, Feb 7, 2013, Juvenile Fiction, 416 pages.
Liam O'Connor should have died at sea in 1912. Maddy Carter should have died on a plane in 2010.
Sal Vikram should have died in a fire in 2026. But all three have been given a ....

TimeRiders: The Doomsday Code , Alex Scarrow, Oct 16, 2012, Juvenile Fiction, 432 pages. When
a British computer hacker finds his name coded into a centuries-old manuscript, TimeRider Maddy
recognizes it as the same message she had also been sent. Sure it must be ....

Doctor Who: Spore Eighth Doctor: 50th Anniversary, Alex Scarrow, Aug 23, 2013, Juvenile Fiction,
40 pages. Eleven Doctors, eleven months, eleven stories: a year-long celebration of Doctor Who!
The most exciting names in children's fiction each create their own unique adventure about ....

TimeRiders: Gates of Rome, Book 5 , Alex Scarrow, Feb 2, 2012, Juvenile Fiction, 416 pages. Liam
O'Connor should have died at sea in 1912. Maddy Carter should have died on a plane in 2010. Sal
Vikram should have died in a fire in 2026. But all three have been given a ....

TimeRiders , Alex Scarrow, Aug 31, 2010, Juvenile Fiction, 416 pages. Maddy should have died in a
plane crash. Liam should have died at sea when the Titanic sank. Sal should have died in a tragic
fire. But a mysterious man whisked them away to ....

La guerre Ð“Â©ternelle , Alex Scarrow, Feb 7, 2013, Juvenile Fiction, 421 pages. Liam aurait dÐ“Â»
mourir en mer en 1912. Maddy aurait dÐ“Â» mourir en avion en 2010. Sal Vikram aurait dÐ“Â»
mourir dans un incendie en 2006. Mais Ð“Â  la derniÐ“Ð•re seconde, une mystÐ“Â©rieuse ....

Battle Fleet , Paul Dowswell, Feb 19, 2008, Juvenile Fiction, 290 pages. Having escaped death in
Australia, Sam endures a dangerous sea voyage back to England, where he rejoins the Navy and
becomes midshipman on the Victory as it prepares for the ....



Green Mars , Kim Stanley Robinson, May 27, 2003, Fiction, . In the Nebula Award winning Red
Mars, Kim Stanley Robinson began his critically acclaimed epic saga of the colonization of Mars,
Now the Hugo Award winning Green Mars continues ....

The Princetta , Anne-Laure Bondoux, Aug 8, 2006, Juvenile Fiction, 430 pages. Rebelling against
the rigid constraints of her life as Princetta of Galnicia, fifteen-year-old Malva escapes with her maid
Philomena and together they embark on a perilous and ....
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